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eoSmart
The smart console



eoSmart is highly technified and versatile 24/7 technical console 
designed and manufactured following the highest ergonomic 
standards.

The Sit/Stand functionality, adjustable upper structure, resistant 
worksurface and innovative aesthetics take the 24/7 technical 
console concept to the next level.Design Connectivity Versatility
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Functionality



High-end aesthetics, advanced ergonomics, and remarkable 
robustness introducing a new way of working in the most demanding 
24/7 environments. 

Designed specifically for mission-critical environments and 
constructed to withstand the day-to-day operations of shift changes, 
upset scenarios, and technology requirements.

Wide range of connectivity options with Power, Data and 
Multimedia modules.

Customization options: connectivity, dimensions, shapes, backlit 
corporate logo, LED lighting...
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eoSmart

Monitors arms

   CPU storage
Structural CPU storage with high capacity for IT equipment (PCs, 
KVMs,...). Integrated on the console substructure with easy access for 
maintenance.

   Drawers cabinet
Built into the structure. Thanks to the IoT option, exclusive access per 
user to the drawers by QR code and NFC is allowed.

   Ergonomic Monitors mounts
Possibility of configuring monitors in line or double height.
Highest flexibility and adjustability. Optimized sightlines.

    Signage (optional)
LED safety signage

   Corporate logo (optional)
Backlit custom logo on side legs.

   Sit / Stand (optional)
Sit / Stand ergonomic option. The electric height adjustable desk can be 
raised and lowered by the simple touch of a button.
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eoSmart console is designed for 24/7 work environments, 
with adjustable height, to comply with the new standards.
 
Adjusting the console to suit the end-user allows for 
personalization of the workspace, and increased comfort, 
and provides a better fit, reducing CTDs. 

By providing the operators with the ability to change their 
work environment throughout their shift, many difficulties 
normality associated with inactivity can be avoided.

Height control system laser engraved on the phenolic board.

eoSmart

Sit / Stand 



Operator 01 

Smartphone Personal Security Access.
 Virtual locks & keys.
 Securely access IT & operational (OT).

Smart log in for operators and their environment: 
 Automatic and personalized adjustment of the operating workspace applications.

3rd party Systems integrated posibility: FMS, VMS, PMS.

Custom layout and available sources per user

Unlock drawers

Reader
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Height:         Elevable

Width: 220cm

Depth: 90cm

eoSmart

Dimensions:

Blanco 0085 Gris antracita 0077 

*The colors are standard

RAL 7043 RAL 7021 RAL 9006 RAL 9010 

Surface colors* Metallic structure colors*

Surface materials
Phenolic, krion, solid textile board, melamine.

Metal structure materials
Steel
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